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Biography
Serving as construction counsel at Denver International Airport has given Max a unique perspective on
government and airport construction projects. Negotiating and drafting construction contracts is a daily
part of Max’s practice. He has drafted numerous contracts utilizing Hard-Bid, CMGC, CMAR, On-Call,
Design Build, and other hybrid project delivery methods. He knows that the best contract is one that
meets the needs of all parties at the table and many times these agreements don’t fit squarely into one
box.
He is experienced in dealing with issues and claims relating to sales and use tax, delays, change
conditions, defects, DBE/MWBE/SBE, work force, security, insurance, bankruptcy, and a myriad of other
legal and political issues. Max regularly officed with the project teams so he could be available for
questions, strategy discussions, and any other issues that arise on mega construction projects.
As inhouse counsel for a large Airport, procurement has been a major part of his practice. He has
evaluated procurements before they were issued, reviewed proposals as they were submitted, and
defended claims filed against the procurement processes.
Max also has substantial experience drafting commercial leases and professional service agreements for
consultants, architects, and engineers.
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Max has spoken to on a variety of topics ranging from HIPAA to construction for the City of Denver,
Denver International Airport, Colorado Association of Municipal Tax Auditors, USDOT, Colorado
Property Tax Attorneys Group and the University of Colorado School of Law.
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